
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
 DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 BKY No. 15-42460 
In re:  ADV No. 16-4018 
 
Paul Hansmeier, 
 
  Debtor. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Randall L. Seaver, Trustee, 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
vs.                                      
 
Paul Hansmeier and Padraigin Browne, 
    
  Defendants. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

NOTICE OF HEARING AND MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TO: Defendant Paul Hansmeier, 3749 Sunbury Alcove, Woodbury, MN 55125; and Defendant 

Padraigin Browne through her attorney David M. Burns, 475 Grain Exchange North, 301 
Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55415.   

 
 1. Randall L. Seaver, Trustee (“Plaintiff” or “Trustee”) moves the Court for the entry 

of partial summary judgment against Defendants Paul Hansmeier and Padraigin Browne on issue I 

of the Complaint, which is the allocation of expenses to reduce the Defendants’ homestead 

exemption claim. 

 2. The Court will hold a hearing on this motion at 10:30 a.m. on May 18, 2016 in 

Courtroom 8 West, U.S. Bankruptcy Court, 300 South Fourth Street, Minneapolis, MN 55415.   

 3. Under applicable rules, any objection must be filed and served by delivery not later 

than May 13, 2016 which is 5 days before the above date(including Saturdays, Sundays, and 
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holidays).  UNLESS A RESPONSE IS TIMELY SERVED AND FILED, THE COURT MAY 

GRANT THE MOTION WITHOUT A HEARING. 

 4. The underlying bankruptcy case was commenced by the filing of a voluntary 

Chapter 13 petition on July 13, 2015. The case was converted to a case under Chapter 7 by order 

dated December 3, 2015.  

 5. This Court has jurisdiction over this motion pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 157 and 1334, 

Bankruptcy Rules 5005 and 7056, and Local Rule 1070-1. This proceeding is a core proceeding. 

 6. This motion is filed under Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 

applicable hereto through Bankruptcy Rule 7056 and Local Rules 7007-1, 9013-1 and 9013-2.  

The Plaintiff requests summary judgment in his favor on Counts 1, 2 and 3 of the Complaint.     

 7. As further described in the attached memorandum filed in support of the Plaintiff’s 

motion, the Plaintiff seeks entry of judgment on the issue of allocating expenses totaling 

$94,576.74, paid upon the closing of the sale of the subject real property.  

 8. There are no issues of material fact regarding the allocation of expenses, and this 

issue is ripe for summary judgment.  

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that the Court grant the Plaintiff’s motion 

for partial summary judgment and enter an order allocating expenses totaling $94,576.74 against 

the Defendant’s homestead exemption. 
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             FULLER, SEAVER,  
       SWANSON & KELSCH, P.A. 
 
Dated: May 4, 2016              By: /e/ Matthew D. Swanson _______________  
       Matthew D. Swanson  390271 
       12400 Portland Avenue South, Suite 132 
       Burnsville, MN 55337 
       (952) 890-0888 
       mswanson@fssklaw.com 
  
       Attorneys for Plaintiff, Randall L. Seaver 
 
 

VERIFICATION 
 
I, Randall L. Seaver, the Plaintiff in this Adversary and the duly appointed Chapter 7 trustee of the 
underlying Bankruptcy Estate, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct according to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. 
 
              
Executed on May 4, 2016    _/e/ Randall L. Seaver       __________ 
       Randall L. Seaver  
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
 DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 
       
In re:      BKY No. 15-42460 
    ADV No. 16-4018 
Paul Hansmeier,  
 

Debtor. 
       
 
Randall L. Seaver, Trustee, 
 

Plaintiff, 
  
vs.                     
              
Paul Hansmeier and Padraigin Browne,  
 

Defendants. 
              
 

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
              
 

INTRODUCTION 

 Plaintiff Randall L. Seaver, Trustee (“Plaintiff” or “Trustee”) submits this memorandum 

in support of his motion for Partial Summary Judgment.  This relief requested is for partial 

summary judgment in light of the potential factual issue raised by the defendant Padraigin 

Browne (“Browne”) in her April 27, 2016 motion for summary judgment. 

BACKGROUND FACTS 
 

 In March, 2013, Paul Hansmeier (“Hansmeier” or “Debtor”) and Browne purchased a 

condominium located at 100 Third Avenue South #3201, Minneapolis, MN 55401, and legally 

described as: Unit No. 3201, Common Interest Community No. 1380, The Carlyle, Hennepin 

County, Minnesota (“Condominium”).   The purchase price for the Condominium was 

$775,000.00.  The purchase of the Condominium was financed by a payment at closing in the 
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amount of $157,579.74, provided solely by Hansmeier, together with a mortgage in the amount 

of $620,000.00, upon which Browne and Hansmeier were both liable.   

 The Debtor filed a Chapter 13 bankruptcy petition on July 13, 2015.  In his Schedule A, 

he listed a ½ ownership interest in the Condominium.  He stated in his Schedules A and C, 

signed under penalty of perjury, that the value of the Condominium was $885,000.  He claimed 

an exemption of $287,147.42 in the Condominium using state exemptions.  Hansmeier has never 

amended his original Schedule A, B or C.  To date the exemption claimed by Debtor remains 

$287,147.42.   

 On September 16, 2015, Debtor and Browne, without seeking court approval, entered 

into a listing agreement with Lakes/Sotheby’s International Realty, in which they agreed to offer 

their condominium for sale for the price of $1,300,000.  In the listing agreement the Debtor and 

Browne agreed to pay a commission on the sale of the Condominium.  Aff. MDS at Ex. 1.1  The 

listing agreement provided for a sales commission in the amount of 6% of the sales price. Id at 2.  

The agreement also provided for a repayment of 1% of the sales commission if the Debtor and 

Browne use the listing agent to purchase their next home.  Id.   

 During the fall of 2015, Browne entered into contracts with various vendors for material 

and/or labor to improve the Condominium.  The Debtor was not a party to any of those contracts, 

nor was the Chapter 13 trustee.  See Browne testimony pages 71, 80 to 86, February 16, 2016 

Rule 2004 Examination, Aff. MDS Ex. 2.  

 On November 9, 2015, the Debtor and Browne accepted an offer to sell the 

Condominium for $1,200,000.  On November 25, 2015, Debtor filed a motion seeking approval 

of the sale of the Condominium for $1,200,000.  The motion stated that “Debtor seeks to sell his 

                                                 
1 “Aff. of MDS” refers to the Affidavit of Matthew D. Swanson.  
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home to pay his creditors and to reduce his living expenses”.  The motion was opposed, in part, 

by the United States Trustee and various creditors, seeking to deny the relief requested pertaining 

to the distribution of sales proceeds.  On December 3, 2015, after hearing on the motion, this 

Court approved the sale of the Condominium.  The order authorizing the sale of the 

Condominium provided authorization for a Chapter 7 trustee to proceed with the sale and, in 

essence, pay necessary closing costs including the sale commission from the sale proceeds.  Aff. 

MDS Ex. 3.  The order did not allocate sale proceeds as between the estate, the Debtor and 

Browne.   

 On December 15, 2015, the sale of the Condominium closed.  At closing the following 

expenses, in addition to the mortgage, were paid out of the sale proceeds: 

Judgment payoff to Best & Flanagan, LLP Trust Account ref. Chowdhury $71,620.90

Broker Commission (Listing) to Lakes Sotheby’s International Realty $495.00

Listing Commission to Lakes Sotheby’s International Realty $39,600.00

Selling Commission to Coldwell Banker Burnet $32,400.00

State Deed Tax to Burnet Title $4,080.00

Balance of HOA dues to the Carlyle $1,112.91

Contractors Invoice to J. Nordstrom $150.00

Electrical Usage to The Carlyle 150.00

Escrow for Nicollet Mall pending assessment and escrow fee to Burnet 
Title Master Escrow 

$1,962.00

HOA dues current letter to First Service Residential  $185.00

Invoice for carpet to Midwest interiors $1,800.00

Invoice for flooring to Duane’s Floor Service $4,065.00

Invoice for painting to Roell $3,105.00
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Invoice to Pride Electric $450.00

Lights and cleaning to Fix Design Haus $4,861.83

Reimbursed realtor for resale disclosure to Ben Ganje $160.00

 Total:  $166,197.64

  

A copy of the HUD settlement statement is attached to Aff. MDS at Ex. 4.  

 The trustee believes the costs and expenses incurred by the Debtor and Browne, post-

petition, should be paid by the Debtor and Browne with payment of those costs and expenses 

being deducted from their $390,000 joint homestead exemption availability.  Apparently, the 

Debtor and Browne believe that the debtor’s creditors should bear the burden of those expenses.  

They are simply costs and expenses that the sellers have either agreed to, or are legally obligated 

to pay in order to complete the transaction.   

ARGUMENT 

 Plaintiff seeks to allocate certain expenses paid at closing to Defendants  

Summary judgment is appropriate:  

“if the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any 
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of 
law.”  
 

Fed.R.Civ.Pro. 56; Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322, 106 S. Ct. 2548, 2552, 91 L. Ed. 

2d 265 (1986).  The Plaintiff seeks partial summary judgment only on the issue of allocation of 

expenses paid at closing.  The Plaintiff requests the Court to apply the expenses to reduce the 

Defendants available homestead exemption, as opposed to deducting those funds from the non-

exempt equity in the homestead.  
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 The Plaintiff believes that the allocation of expenses paid from the sales proceeds on 

December 15, 2015 is ripe for determination on summary judgment.  The Defendants have 

admitted liability on the relevant expenses and no material facts remain preventing judgment on 

the allocation of the expenses.   

I. Allocations Appropriate for Summary Judgment 

1. The payment of the sale commission is the sole obligation of the Debtor and 
Browne.   
 

The listing agreement was signed personally by the Debtor and Browne.  The Debtor and 

Browne did not have bankruptcy estate authorization to sign the listing agreement, and, 

therefore, could not bind the estate to pay the sale commission.   

 The signing of the listing agreement by the Debtor and Browne, created a personal 

obligation to pay the commission upon conditions being met.  The standard purchase agreement 

provides that if the listing agent provides a willing buyer and the sellers refuse to close, the 

commission is still owed.  The commission obligation is a personal obligation of the Debtor and 

Browne and is not an obligation of the estate.   

 The listing agreement also contains a contingent interest for the Debtor and Defendant to 

obtain a refund of 1% of the sale commission, paid on December 15, 2015, should they use the 

real estate agent to purchase their next home.  Aff. MDS Ex. 1 at 2.  This is further support for 

allocating this charge to the Debtor and Browne’s homestead exemption, as they maintain a 

future benefit from this agreement, and charging their creditors for this amount would unfairly 

prejudice the creditors.  
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a. Entry into the listing agreement was not approved by the court. 

 The debtor did not seek Bankruptcy Court approval of the listing agreement.  In fact, it 

appears that the debtor and Browne both actively concealed the listing agreement or listing price 

of the Condominium.  When the debtor and his spouse were deposed in a Rule 2004 examination 

on October 28, 2015, they both pretended, through misleading or false testimony that the listing 

price had yet to be set for the Condominium.  In fact, they had signed a $1.3 million dollar listing 

agreement on September 16, 2015. 

 It was the sole decision of the debtor and Ms. Browne to sell the Condominium.  As such, 

they agreed to pay the real estate commission.  Creditors never had any input into whether such a 

commission should be paid.  The commission is the obligation of the debtor and his spouse and 

must be paid by them from sale proceeds.  The commission was not authorized to be, and cannot 

be, paid from creditor monies.   

 The debtor and Browne made a decision to sell property in which the debtor has claimed 

an exemption.  The debtor and Browne knew there would be costs in selling the property, and 

they agreed to bear those costs.  The Commission price has to be allocated to the debtor and Ms. 

Browne. 

2. Unpaid home improvements were the sole obligation of Padraigin Browne. 

 In late September-October, 2015, after the secret signing of the $1.3 million dollar listing 

agreement, Browne entered into contracts with various entities to make improvements on the 

Condominium.  Those improvements include painting, carpeting and other items.  Those items, 

if not paid, would constitute liens against the homestead.  When she entered into those contracts, 

Ms. Browne agreed, personally, to pay those contractors.  No authorization or approval for those 

contractors to be paid by the estate was ever sought.  Neither the creditors nor the Court were 
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ever given the option of deciding whether the estate should pay for improvements to the 

property.  However, it is apparently the position of the debtor and Ms. Browne that it is the 

creditors who should bear the cost of those improvements. 

 Ms. Browne did not pay many of the contractors prior to closing, even though she had 

contractually agreed to pay them.  Rather, those contractors were paid from closing proceeds.  

Because they had provided labor or goods to the property, the vendors could have filed liens 

against the property pursuant to Minn. Stat. §514.01.  Those liens would have been liens even if 

the property was homestead property pursuant to Minn. Stat. §510.05.  

 Payment for those obligations is the personal responsibility of Browne and the payments 

have to be deducted from proceeds that would otherwise be payable to her.  Further, this should 

also be allocated to the claimed exempt interest of the debtor and Browne because those items 

would be liens against homestead property and were brought about solely as a result of the 

actions of the debtor and Ms. Browne. 

3. State deed tax and closing costs are the obligation of the debtor and Browne 

 Both the debtor and Browne are attorneys.  They both knew that there are closing costs 

associated with the sale of property.  They are the ones who decided to sell the Condominium 

and they are the ones who should pay the sale costs.   

a. The debtor and Browne are obligated to pay state deed tax 

 The seller of the property, under state law, has to pay state deed tax.  In this case, the 

amount was $4,080.  The sellers of this property were the debtor and Browne.  They are 

obligated to pay the state deed tax.   
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4. The debtor and Browne are obligated to pay homeowner’s association dues 

 The debtor and Browne had an obligation to pay homeowner’s association dues.  Those 

dues were paid at closing, and they should be allocated to the Debtor and Browne.   

5. The obligations of the debtor and Browne paid at closing served to reduce their 
$390,000 homestead exemption. 
 

 The debtor and Browne made a decision to sell the Condominium.  The debtor did not 

seek Bankruptcy Court approval to enter into the listing agreement and did not seek sale 

approval until after the U.S. Trustee had moved to convert the case.  The obligations described 

above are voluntary obligations created by the debtor and Browne and must be paid from their 

$390,000 unified homestead exemption.  The fact that they have a homestead exemption does 

not shield them from liability for the commission or for the costs of sale.  If that were the case, 

every homeowner in Minnesota who had less than $390,000 in equity would never have to pay 

state deed tax, or a listing commission, or pay for any improvements to their property.  That 

obviously is not the case.   

 The debtor and Browne made a decision to sell the Condominium.  The debtor and 

Browne made a decision to list the Condominium for sale.  Browne agreed to pay vendors to 

provide goods and/or services to the Condominium.  The liabilities relating to the Debtor and 

Defendant’s voluntary actions include the following: 

Broker Commission (Listing) to Lakes Sotheby’s International Realty $495.00

Listing Commission to Lakes Sotheby’s International Realty $39,600.00

Selling Commission to Coldwell Banker Burnet $32,400.00

State Deed Tax to Burnet Title $4,080.00

Balance of HOA dues to the Carlyle $1,112.91
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Contractors Invoice to J. Nordstrom $150.00

Electrical Usage to The Carlyle 150.00

Escrow for Nicollet Mall pending assessment and escrow fee to Burnet Title 
Master Escrow 

$1,962.00

HOA dues current letter to First Service Residential   $185.00

Invoice for carpet to Midwest interiors  $1,800.00

Invoice for flooring to Duane’s Floor Service $4,065.00

Invoice for painting to Roell $3,105.00

Invoice to Pride Electric $450.00

Lights and cleaning to Fix Design Haus $4,861.83

Reimbursed realtor for resale disclosure to Ben Ganje $160.00

Total:                            $94,576.74 

  

 None of these are expenses that should be borne by creditors of the Debtor or Browne.  

Rather, those costs should be allocated to reduce the proceeds that the Debtor and Browne 

claimed as exempt from the sale.   
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II. Allocations Issues Not Ripe for Summary Judgment 

 Although not part of the Plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment, there are 

additional allocation issues which the Plaintiff wishes to bring to the Court’s attention, and 

which will be addressed in more detail in the Plaintiff’s response to Browne’s motion for 

summary judgment.  Due to the need for additional findings of fact based on issues of 

accounting, issues of material fact may exist to preclude entry of summary judgment on these 

allocation issues.  

1. Pre-Petition Account Receivables and Concealed Cash 

 The first allocation from the sale proceeds in the possession of the trustee is to account 

for a return to the estate of accounts receivables appropriated by Hansmeier and Browne to make 

monthly mortgage payments during the course of the Chapter 13 case.  The Defendants 

accomplished this through a recurring series of transfers.  Hansmeier would write a check from 

Class Justice, LLC payable to Hansmeier.  Hansmeier would then deposit the check into an 

account held in his and Browne’s names at Associated Bank, account ending in 4008.  

Hansmeier would then transfer the account receivable funds to another Associated Bank account 

ending in 1853, held in the name of Browne.  

 An accounting also must be made of the cash hidden by the Defendants, and in their 

possession on the date of filing which was used to make post-petition mortgage payments.  The 

total of that cash exceeded $20,000 as admitted by Browne.  According to Browne’s testimony, 

she and Hansmeier counted out the cash in their possession on the day of filing and then 

Hansmeier reported a false number to the Court because they “didn’t count” money that they 

intended to use to pay for pre-petition purchases.  Aff. MDS Ex. 2 at 65 to 67.  Browne then 

deposited at least the following cash into her account after commencement of the Chapter 13: 
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 7/27/15 $5,900 
 9/2/15  $10,000 
 12/2/15 $5,000 
 
Id. at 51-56.  The bank account ending in numbers 1853 received these deposits of cash, which 

was from a box hidden in the Defendants’ condominium on the day of filing.  Those funds were 

also used to make mortgage payments and to pay other expenses of Browne. 

 Twenty thousand dollars of the cash hidden in the Defendants’ home was deposited into 

Browne’s bank account on July 9, 2015.  A check was then written on that account to Barbara 

May to pay for Hansmeier’s bankruptcy.  On the day of filing, the balance in Browne’s account 

attributable to the $20,000 deposit, using a first in-first out analysis, was $7,709.64 - 8,308.25. 

See Aff. of MDS at Ex. 5. 

 Since commencement of the Chapter 13 case on July 13, 2015, at least the following 

deposits were made into Browne’s Associated Bank account by transfers from the joint account 

of Browne and Hansmeier: 

 8/18/15 $  4,600 
 8/25/15 $  1,000 
 9/1/15  $  5,000 
 9/30/15 $  5,000 
 10/14/15 $  5,000 
 10/15/15 $  5,000 
 10/20/15 $  2,500 
 11/12/15 $  4,000 
 Total:  $28,500 
 
These funds comprise a majority of the Debtor and Browne’s income and expenditures during 

this time period and are most likely pre-petition assets of the Debtor’s bankruptcy estate.  

Browne’s October 20, 2015 bank statements provide a good example of Browne’s use of estate 

funds.  There were total deposits of $17,887.32 into the account.  Only $2,244.92 of that amount 
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was from Browne’s employment.  The rest of the deposits are attributable to estate assets.  See 

Aff. of MDS at Ex. 6. 

2. Vikings Tickets 

 Other estate monies misappropriated by Browne include proceeds from Vikings tickets 

owned and scheduled by Hansmeier, which were all deposited into Browne’s account.  Those 

proceeds totaled $1,829.00. 

3. Tax Refunds 

 On August 20, 2015, the joint 2014 Minnesota income tax refund belonging the 

Defendants was deposited into Browne’s bank account.  That deposit was in the amount of 

$2,120. 

 Some, or all, of the above deposits were used to make mortgage payments on the 

condominium.  Those mortgage payments were in the following amounts on the following dates: 

 7/29/15 $  4,385.10 
 8/31/15 $  4,698.14 
 9/29/15 $  4,698.14 
   $13,781.38 
 
To the extent that estate funds were used to make post-petition mortgage payments, closing 

funds held by the trustee are the proceeds of those payments and must be retained by the trustee 

as property of the bankruptcy estate pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 541(a)(6).  Had estate assets not 

been misappropriated by Browne and used, at least in part, to make mortgage payments, there 

would have been more monies at closing.   
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         CONCLUSION 

 The Plaintiff respectfully requests the Court enter partial summary judgment on the 

Plaintiff’s claim, holding that Defendant and Debtor’s joint exemption under Minnesota Statute § 

510.01 and 510.02 is reduced by $94,576.74, in consideration of their voluntary actions 

described herein. 

      FULLER, SEAVER, SWANSON & KELSCH, P.A. 
 
 
Dated: May 4, 2016                                        By:  /e/ Matthew D. Swanson   __ 

  Matthew D. Swanson                          390271 
 Randall L. Seaver                                 152882 
 12400 Portland Avenue South, Suite 132 
 Burnsville, MN 55337 
 Telephone: 952-890-0888 
 
      Attorneys for Plaintiff Randall L. Seaver, Trustee 
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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
 DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
In re: BKY No. 15-42460 
                ADV No. 16-4018 
 Paul Hansmeier, 

  
Debtor. 

              
 
Randall L. Seaver, Trustee 
 
  Plaintiff,  
 
vs.       ORDER ON MOTION FOR PARTIAL  
       SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Paul Hansmeier and Padraigin Browne,  
 
  Defendants 
              
  

This case is before the court on the plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment.  

Appearances, if any, were as noted upon the record.  

Based upon the motion and the files,  

IT IS ORDERED: 

1. The plaintiff’s motion for partial summary judgment is granted. 

2. The expenses paid at the closing of the sale of the real property located 100 Third 

Avenue South #3201, Minneapolis, MN 55401 shall be allocated to the defendants’ share of the 

sale proceeds and reduce the exemption claim of the defendants by $94,576.74. 

3. All remaining issues are reserved for trial.   

 

 
Dated:       ___________________________________ 

Kathleen H. Sanberg 
United States Bankruptcy Judge  
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